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2018 marked the 100th anniversary of the end of the World War 1 or The Great War 
as it was known at that time and for many years after. Creative Force wanted to 
mark this with a project that would bring an important part of almost forgotten 
history alive for local people. 

In late Autumn 1914 the Admiralty requisitioned 142 acres of land in Willingdon 
to set up the Polegate Royal Naval Airship Station. Now in 2019, most of this land 
is inhabited by a local community who live on housing estates, whose children are 
educated in our two schools and run local businesses. Little remains of the Airship 
Station that played such an important role in protecting our shores and convoys 
of British ships during The Great War. Yet this was a place where special, secret 
missions, often dangerous ones, took place!

The sleepy village of Willingdon became a hub of industry with a large crew of Naval 
service men, and later women too, being billeted there. It was an exciting time, but 
dangerous too. 

From October to December 2018, 100 years after the Armistice, Creative Force 
led an After-School Club for ten year five and six children. Over seven weeks 
the children learned about, wrote about and put on their creative hats to produce 
content for this ‘Special Edition’ of ‘The Ripping Panel’, a newsletter that was 
produced by the crew during their stay in Willingdon. It is mostly factual but some 
‘artistic licence’ has also been encouraged.  

The children learned how to research about Airships and how to write newspaper 
articles. They were taken on a trip to Eastbourne Town Hall where, thanks to the 
Heritage Eastbourne team, they saw the ‘Eastbourne Commemorates’ exhibition and 
learned different aspects of what it was like to live during The Great War. They also, 
during a special workshop run by Anthony Hodge, learned how crew communicated 
with each other at a time when technology was very different!  

Every child had an important role in this project because without them, this 
paper wouldn’t have been produced.  We thank every one of them for rising to the 
challenge!

Thanks must go to Willingdon Primary School and to the parents for supporting 
the children during the project.  A very special thank you must also go to our two 
volunteers, Mary and Rosalind who worked with the children to guide them through 
the process. 

The project has been funded by The Heritage Lottery Fund. An exhibition created 
by local people called ‘Gasbags Ahoy!’ is also being developed to coincide with 
production of ‘The Ripping Panel.’. 

The Ripping Panel
2019 Special Edition



January 1st 1916 
I live at Polegate Royal Naval Airship Station in 
Willingdon.  England is at war.   Life in the Airship 
Station can be quite scary but wars are scary.  Today 
is New Year’s Day. The weather is rainy and cloudy 
and it is freezing here.   We launched an Airship one 
hour ago, which will hopefully be back soon. 

January 3rd 1916 
The Airship flight and landing on 1st was a success.  
It took off at 13:03 hours and landed at 14:08.  
A short flight! Life here is tiring and you don’t know 
when an emergency might pop up! An Airship has 
spotted some U-boats near Eastbourne so we’re 
sending out an Airship in an hour, at 15:32 hours. 

January 21st 1916 
It’s been a few days since I last wrote.  One of the 
Airships had a crash when landing so it’s been a hard 
month for us all.  

February 1st 1916 
Hopefully the rest of the year will be a good year.  We 
hope too, that soon the Great War will be over. 

March 16th 1916 
It’s very early and the weather is cold and wet but 
not windy as it often is at Donkey Hollow.  There are 
two other men here with me at the moment. The 
Airship we were working on took off an hour ago and 
since then it has been quite dull! We have returned to 
the huts that we live in on our station to wait for the 
return of the Airship.

Update 15:00 – The Airship is now coming in to sight, 
so we have to go to help it land. Lots of men are 
needed to pull it down by the trail rope to the ground 
to tether it through the huge iron rings before guiding 
it back to the hangars. 

May 16th 
Today has been a great day.  We had a sports day so 
we got to do sports instead of sending out the ‘Battle 
Bags’, as we call the Airships, on dangerous missions. 

On the 18th of January 1917, over the Channel, 
airship SS15 had serious engine problems. Captain 
J. Pyke said, “The airship spluttered and cut out. I 
fired Very lights to attract help!” My W/T operator 
Crawford climbed out to re start it, but it was only 
his second flight.”

“He climbed out of the cockpit and balancing on the 
narrow skid 2½ inches wide he moved to the front of 
the ship. We were 1,500 feet in the air and the wind 
was 15 knots. He swung the propeller hard.  

How did the Airship pilots train?

The pilots were navy men who were 
asked to train as Airship Pilots.  
At first, they learned in hot air 
balloons, before moving on to SS 

Airships. Airships are called dirigibles 
from the French words ‘ballon dirigible’ 

meaning “steerable”.

Diary of 
a Ground Crewman
by Emma

May 29th 
Today was a victory day for me!  I have won a 
Military Medal because I rescued the pilot from the 
Airship that he was flying when it crashed. 

June 16th 1916 
What a crazy life!  I am leaving the base today, so 
this is my last entry.  Goodbye Polegate Royal Naval 
Airship Station. I’ve had a good time here but now 
I’m off to new adventures at another station. 

Engine Cuts Out 
at 1500 Feet!
By Oliver, Isla & Olivia

The engine failed to start. I ordered him back into 
his seat. I then got out and tried for 45 minutes to 
re start the engine with no success. I climbed back 
into my seat and the ship rose to 2,700 feet.”

“Gradually the airship began to fall. It struck the 
water hard. Unable to stop it falling it had landed 
in the sea and the envelope began to deflate and 
fall on us. We climbed out a bit tangled in the lines. 
Crawford said he couldn’t swim! Just then a motor 
boat arrived and saved us just in time.”

Training
By Lauren

Illustration by EmmaIllustration by Olivia



In the Spring of 1916, they started planning an airship 
for special night flights behind enemy lines. They 
painted the envelope and fuselage of SS40 black. They 
fitted silencers to the engine and hoods to cover the 
landing lights. They made special night flights.

One night a general and members of the War 
Office came to see a special night demonstration 
of the ‘Black Ship’. Sub Lt. William Chambers and 
Midshipman Victor Goddard flew the ship.

In Anglesey in North Wales the RNAS Station was a 
base for SSZ Airships.  At the end of World War 1, 
on Armistice night, the senior Naval Officer, Captain 
Gordon Campbell VC, challenged Major Tommy 
Elmhirst to fly a blimp under the Menai Bridge.  
Elmhirst said he would if Campbell came along as 
the observer.  The next day he measured the height 
of the bridge above the water at low tide by letting 
down a rope. On November 14th, the pilot Elmhirst 
set out in a blimp carrying Campbell as his passenger 
and with the South African Captain B.J. Beeton as his 
engineer.  On approaching the bridge, he let the rope 
down with a sandbag on the end.  When the sandbag 
bounced along the surface, he knew he had two feet 
clearance above the airship. Travelling slowly was not 
an option; he needed at least 40mph to have enough 
airflow over the elevator to control the craft.  

The Black Ship
The First Stealth Aircraft!

By Isla & Olivia

PROBLEMS WITH THE STEERING 
It was a drizzly moonless night and the ship took off 
and flew round over Hailsham and Eastbourne. The 
rudder jammed and they had trouble steering but no 
one on the ground knew about this problem because 
they couldn’t see the ship! The ship landed and 
everyone was very impressed with the trial.

The ‘Black Ship’ was then sent to France and made 
night-time flights over the enemy during the Battle of 
the Somme.

Tommy Elmhirst 
flew a blimp under 

the Menai Bridge!
By Archie & Oliver

The proof of the blimp under the bridge 
Image from Project Zero

Illustration by Archie



I work on a submarine for the British Royal Navy.  
On my submarine there are 31 crew, 28 ratings and 
3 officers.  I’m a torpedo loader and fire them to sink 
enemy ships including freighters and cruisers. We 
also blockade harbours and ports so that the German 
ships cannot use them.  

In our submarine you have to go deep down in the 
water so that the periscope will not show above 
the surface, otherwise the enemy know that the 
submarine is below the surface. This is how our own 
Royal Naval Airships can see German U-boats below 
the surface when they are keeping watch over our 
coastline and convoys of British ships. 

We can be below the surface for up to five hours.  
We have to go back up to the surface to recharge 
the batteries, which we often do at night. When the 
submarine has surfaced a diesel-powered engine 
works as a generator to produce DC current to charge 
the batteries.  The diesel engines cannot work under 
the water, which is why we have to surface. 

Elsewhere During the War

A Sub Mariner’s Life
By Sully and Ollie

Illustration by Sully

Illustration by Oliver
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The banquet was held at the Grand Hotel on 
Wednesday evening 15th November. The new Mayor 
Alderman Sir Charles O’Brian Harding wearing his 
red robe and chain of office with his mace-bearer 
beside him welcomed his guests at half past seven.

AIRSHIPS 
By Olivia

Above the Channel the airships fly,

In sun and rain high up in the sky.

RNAS at Willingdon our base,

Submarines we look for find and chase.

Hydrogen gas makes the airships fly high, 

Incredible views of the Downs pass by.

Pilots are brave and so are the crew,

Sea Scouts are sailing way up in the blue.

 

The Mayor’s Banquet
By Olivia

In front of the mayor’s seat was an artistic and 
clever example of confectionery. It was the model of 
an airship made of sugar with a revolving propeller. 
It had the words Grand Hotel written on both sides. 
Around the airship were large blocks of ice sparkling 
and glittering in which bunches of grapes had been 
set. It was a wonderful ornament and very clever as 
the people of Eastbourne see airships sailing up in the 
sky over the town and down the channel every day as 
they keep our ships safe. 

Amazing table decoration - Sugar Airship above the ice 
Image by Olivia

Image courtesy of The Newberry



In November 1917 The Women’s Royal Naval Service 
was formed because there were certain duties, such 
as telegraphists and ground crews for the airships 
that were needed and could be done by women. 

At WRNS at Polegate Airship Station, at the end 
of the year in 1917, 54 young women of the WRNS 
arrived as clerks, cooks, drivers and fabric workers.  
They were housed at ‘Shortlands’ in Church Street, a 
short distance away from the actual Airship Station. 

The efforts of the women were vital to the war effort 
as it meant that men were able to do the jobs they 
were considered more suited to. 

At the end of the war the women received thanks for 
their contribution in a letter by the Admiral of the 
Royal Navy. 

Here at Polegate we hold a number of records: the 
longest time in the air for a flight, the greatest 
distance and the most number of hours flown in a 
year of all the airship stations.  

Now we have another record! The first ever 
parachute drop was made from an airship. 

EXCITING EXPERIMENTS! 
On 22nd July 1916 Billy Chambers the young pilot of 
SS 40 did some experiments dropping weights whilst 
flying. A Guardian Angel parachute was fitted to the 
underneath of SS40. It carried weights the same as if 
it was a 12 stone man. The airship was travelling at 
40 miles per hour when the parachute was dropped 
from 200 feet high. All went well so it was decided 
to do another test this time dropping it from 1,100 
feet. The parachute opened after it had dropped just 
100feet and it landed at 15 feet per second. Everyone 
was very pleased with the experiments.

On August 5th Billy Chambers took SS40 up again 
and this time did three more drops. The first two 
were using a dummy of a man attached to the ship 
and all went well. The third time Sir Bryan Leighton 
sat in the front seat of the ship with Billy behind in 
the pilot’s seat. Sir Bryan wore a harness the same 
as those on the dummies and also a shock absorber. 
He dropped out over Willingdon Levels from a height 
of 900 feet. He opened his parachute at 800 feet and 
landed safely to cheers from the men on the ground. 
It was a complete success. This was the first time a 
man had been dropped by parachute from an airship 
so another record from Polegate RNAS.Image courtesy of Imperial War Museum

Another record 
for polgate rnas

By Olivia

Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS)
By Isla

Embroidery image courtesy of Brian and Doreen Goldsmith 

Image courtesy of John Chambers
Illustration by Isla



The weather was clear when five airships set out on 
20th December 1917. A thick layer of fog came down 
and the airships were given the command to come 
back to the base. Three airships made it safely home, 
but two airships crossed paths on the way back. 

The wireless operator of one the airships, the SSZ7, 
leant out to look and saw the other airship in the 
beam of his light. He shouted a warning to his 
captain, Lt. Swallow who tried to raise the Airship 
up, but it was too late and his airship caught and tore 
the gasbag of the other one. The hydrogen gas inside 
this airship’s envelope was set alight by the exhaust 
of Lt. Swallow’s Airship and this then set his own 
Airship on fire. 

His two crew managed to jump out and they were 
very badly hurt.  Lt. Swallow tried to get control of 
the Airship but died when it crashed to the ground. 

The Polegate Airship Tragedy
By Alfie

The wreck of the SSZ7

The SSZ7 in flight

Semaphore - Using flags

Morse Code

Morse Code uses dots and 
dashes (known as dits 

and dahs) made using a 
signalling light or ‘on off 

keying’ using a Morse code 
key which makes and breaks 

an electric current.

Pigeon

And finally, as a last resort, 
by carrier pigeon with 
a message held inside a 

canister attached to its leg. 

Lt. Swallow

Communication
How do the Airship crews communicate with their Airship Station and other ships?



Taking a message back to base
Here at Willingdon are some special messengers on 
duty every day at the Polegate Royal Naval Airship 
Station.  They exercise every day to keep fit for their 
duties. 

These messengers aren’t men,  
they are pigeons! 

Pigeon Officer James Bird said “Every morning I 
open the loft and let my pigeons out for their morning 
exercise.  There are 34 and they fly around for about 
half an hour to exercise their wings and keep their 
flying muscles toned.   It is very important they keep 
fit for their important duties”.

Each bird has a number, just like the airmen. They 
also have names. Number 2075 is called Bertie and 
Number 5947 is Pete.  

Every ship that takes off must carry 2 pigeons. They 
are put in a special square basket with a lid that is 
fastened.  They are given to the W/T officer who puts 
them in his cockpit before the ship takes off. 

Why do they need pigeons?
Wireless operator, Victor Dodd, explains: “Sometimes 
I can’t get a message through to the base with my 
wireless.  Bad weather can make it difficult.  That’s 
when we need the pigeons.  I write the message on a 
piece of paper and put it in the little tube fixed to the 
pigeon’s leg.  I let it go and it flies straight back to the 
Airship station”.

Our daily duties are to patrol the English Channel 
looking for enemy submarines, which are very 
dangerous to our ships. They try to sink them. 
Sometimes we also follow ships to protect them 
because if a submarine sees us, they don’t like to 
attack the ship as we would attack and drop bombs 
on them.

War In The Air
Yesterday early in the morning we were out on patrol 
not far away from Seaford when we saw a submarine 
attacking a merchant ship. We went full speed going 
about 40 miles an hour and came over the ship just 
after the submarine dived under the water. The 
enemy boat hadn’t gone deep enough and we could 
still see it so we dropped one of our bombs. We missed 
the submarine by a few feet but the bomb was very 
close! It must have given it a shock and shaking.

Huge Explosion
We steered round a bit so we could see it better. We 
were right over the top of it and dropped our second 
bomb. This time we hit the back of the submarine 
and there was a really huge explosion and lots of 
water shot up in the air. It made the submarine lift 
right up and it rolled over and lots of bubbles came 
up. We could see greasy oil come up to the surface 
and then we could not see the submarine anymore. 
We had saved the merchant ship, but it was damaged 
and needed help. We used our wireless and called the 
coastguard for help and a boat came out of Newhaven 
to tow it back into the harbour. We went with it flying 
over the top of the two ships to protect them in case 
there were any other submarines near by.

Direct Hit
Another time whilst patrolling on a clear sunny 
afternoon we had a wireless message. There was an 
enemy U boat seen near Newhaven, which had sunk a 
troop ship sailing to France.

We arrived and could see its shape under the water 
and we dropped both bombs and made a direct hit.

There was an enormous explosion and although we 
were 500 feet above the water the blast shot us up in 
the air really quickly to over 1,000 feet, which was a 
bit of a surprise! We had never ascended that quickly!

Winged Messengers!
by Olivia

Sometimes the wireless doesn’t work! 
They are called homing or carrier pigeons because 
they always fly back to their home. Whey they land 
at the loft, Pigeon Officer, James Bird, removes the 
tube from the pigeon’s leg and takes it to the officer 
in charge to read the message. 

These winged messengers are doing important work 
for the war in the air and on the sea. 

airmen out on patrol 
by Olivia

Image courtesy of The British Queen



Airship: An airship can navigate through the air 
under its own power and gains its lift through the use 
of a buoyant gas 

Aldis Lamp: A signal lamp (sometimes called an 
Aldis lamp, after Arthur Cyril Webb Aldis who 
invented a widely used design, or a Morse lamp) is a 
visual signalling device.

Armistice: End of the War

Blimp: A blimp, or non-rigid airship, is an airship or 
barrage balloon without a structural framework.  It 
just has an envelope to contain a buoyant gas.  

Blockade: Sealing off a place to prevent goods or 
people from entering or leaving.

Buoyant: Able to keep something afloat

Coaming: The metal sheeting or plating that protects 
against water entry. The word was ‘borrowed’ by the 
aviation industry to describe a low rim around the 
opening of an unenclosed cockpit

Deployment: To distribute (persons or forces) 
systematically or strategically

Dirigible: Airships were originally called dirigible 
balloons, from the French ballon dirigible (meaning 
“steerable”, from the French dirigible – to direct, 
guide or steer)

Envelope or Gas Bag: Airship balloons

Flight Log: Information taken from the Daily 
Reports issued by RNAS airship stations at 6 pm and 
sent to the Admiralty

Gondola: The carriage below the airship that the crew 
travels in

Hydrogen Gas: The gas used to fill the envelope 
during World War 1 to keep it buoyant. Hydrogen gas 
is lighter than air (LTA) which is why the balloons 
can float. 

Lewis Gun: Designed in the United States in 1911 by 
U.S. Army Colonel Isaac Newton Lewis, the Lewis gun 
is an early light machine gun widely used by British 
and Empire forces from 1915 onwards.

LTA: Lighter Than Air

Morse Code: Morse Code is a system of electronic 
communication. It uses dots, dashes, and spaces to 
represent letters, punctuation, and numbers.

Pressure: The pressure of the hydrogen gas keeps the 
balloon fully expanded

RAF: Royal Air Force

Requisition: Demand the use or supply of (something 
e.g. land) by official order

RNAS: Royal Naval Air Service

Silicol plant: Place where hydrogen gas is produced on 
an airship station during World War 1

The Ripping Panel: The long patch on an Airship 
envelope (balloon / bag), that is ripped off by a rip 
cord to allow gas to escape and make the envelope 
deflate immediately. 

VC, Victoria Cross - the highest and most prestigious 
award of the British honours system. It is awarded 
for gallantry “in the presence of the enemy” to 
members of the British Armed Forces

Very light: A coloured flare fired from a special pistol 
(Very pistol) for signalling at night time

Letter from Admiral vocabulary
Letter from the Admiral on the signing of the Armistice A Vocabulary for the Laymen

22-11-18

Officer Commanding,

R.N. Airship Station

Polegate, Upton and Slindon

Portsmouth Command

In view of the signing of the Armistice by Germany and the 

apparently near cessation of warlike operations, I take this 

opportunity of expressing to you, the Commanding Officer, officers 

and men of all Seaplane, Airship and Kite Balloon Stations under 

your command, my very high appreciation of the splendid work 

done by the Royal Air Force in the waters of this command by:

(a) Convoying and safeguarding innumerable Troops, Hospital 

Supply Ships and Convoys.

(b) Continually patrolling the routes, harassing and also 

destroying enemy submarines. 

I consider the work of the Royal Air Force has been instrumental 

in safe-guarding untold numbers of vessels and succeeded 

in making the submarines more than careful as to showing 

themselves, thereby much reducing their radius of vision and 

incidentally their powers of offensive. 

The manner in which the Pilots have maintained their patrols 

in foul weather, and also by night, has been a source of great 

admiration to me. 

I request that you will kindly have this memorandum read to all 

under your orders. 

S.C. COLVILLE 

Admiral

SC Colville

Vocabulary used in this letter
Researched by Emma

Armistice = Treaty of end of war

Cessation = Stop

Convoy  = Travelling together

Innumerable = More than able to count

Harassing = Annoying / causing problems

Vessels  = Ships / boats

Incidentally = As well as

Admiration = Like or love or appreciate

Memorandum = Letter / note



R.N. Airship Station, Polegate,  
was commissioned on July 6th, 1915.

“A” Shed was built by Messrs. Arrol, Ltd. The shed is 
322 feet, its width 69 feet, and its height 50 feet.

The complement on January 1st, 1916,  
was 14 Officers and 137 ratings. 

In the Spring of 1916, S.S. 40 was fitted with a black 
envelope of 83,000 cubic feet capacity and equipped for 
special service with the Airship Expeditionary Force, 

in connection with B.E.F., France.

On July 19th and 20th, 1916, C.12 made a flight  
620 miles in 17½ hours, a record for British  

Airships up to date.

During 1916, 30 officers were trained here, and 4 S.S. 
Ships of B.E.2 C. type, built by Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., 
were erected and tested for the Italian Government. 

The Silicol Plant (Type B.2) was installed, with a 
capacity of 5,000 cubic feet per hour, and a 10,000 feet 
gas-holder erected.  Later, 8 tanks of 8,000 cubic feet 

were installed. 

The Prime Minister, Mr Asquith,  
visited the Station in December 1916.

Items of Interest

Design by super8design.com 

The complement on January 1st, 1917, was 14 
officers, 1 Warrant Officer, and 202 ratings. 

During the Spring of 1917 systematic experiments 
were carried out, with the object of determining the 

best type and arrangement of Landing Lights  
to meet all conditions. 

To enable these experiments to be carried out, night 
flying took place whenever possible. 

May 1917, saw the completion of the new W.T.  
cabin and masts.

On July 23rd, 1917, the Station transferred from 
Dover to the Portsmouth Command. 

The disaster at Jevington occurred  
on December 20th, 1917.

The complement of the Station on January 1st 1918, 
was 37 Officers and 264 Men.

The Mooring Out Station at Slindon  
was commissioned on April 28th, 1918,  

and the one at Upton on April 23rd, 1918.

Our Ripping Panel reporters found this information 
about the Polegate Airships Station very interesting 

and decided it was important to include it in our 
‘Special Edition’ 

This was taken from “Reminiscences (Souvenir 
Number of the Work Achieved by Airships in the 

Portsmouth Command during the First World 
War)”. It was written by Royal Naval Airship Station 

Polegate and published in 1919 by RNAS.


